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Foreword

Welcome to the brave new wireless world!

A lot of hard work has gone into transforming the campus

from a traditionally wired one to a with$it) wireless

workplace (or learningplace)* A launch for the wireless

infrastructure was held on %( July !""#* The chairman

of NIE Council) Mr Chiang Chie Foo) was invited to grace

the occasion as the Guest$of$Honour*

The theme for the launch was ‘Learning without Limits through

Wireless @ NIE’* At the launch) staff and students were given more

information on wireless technology and how they could use it to their

benefit* Demonstrations on its application in teaching were also included

in the launch programme* In addition) staff and students got to experience

the use of wireless technology through the interactive lecture which

was planned as part of the programme*



Following the launch) was a two$week long roadshow) during which

staff and students had the opportunity to sign out wireless network

access cards on a free$loan basis* The cards can be plugged into their

own mobile devices* Once the mobile devices have been configured)

users can immediately access the Internet via the wireless network*

Staff and students can also find out more about Wireless @ NIE at the

website * The website includes details of project demonstrations that

were held during the recent Tea @ T & L II sessions) and students may

want to find out for themselves how the way lessons are structured and

delivered will change in the future*

There is even a segment on the technical aspects of wireless technology

which should be of interest to the IT$savvy) and so we can safely say

that there is something for almost everyone here!

Assoc* Prof* Philip Wong Siew Koon
Divis ional  Director

Academic  Computing and Information Services  (ACIS)
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National Institute of Education launches “Learning
without Limits through Wireless @ NIE”

From July %() trainee teachers and staff at the National Institute of

Education (NIE) will enjoy greater freedom and mobility as they are

enabled Internet access and Intranet connectivity anytime) anywhere

on campus*

Made possible by a wireless network infrastructure called Wireless @

NIE) the %"""$strong staff and average cohort of '""" trainee teachers

will now be able to stay connected to the network at up to &+ megabits

per second (Mbps)* Not only will they be able to access e$learning and

enterprise broadband applications from their notebooks and PDAs) they

can also surf the Internet) email) or have real time discussions with one

another through on$line forums) chat rooms and instant messaging)

regardless of where they are on the campus* With Wireless @ NIE)

physical space constraints will no longer be a barrier to learning and the

exchange of ideas*

Implemented with the latest in wireless local area network (WLAN)

and security technologies)  Wireless @ NIE is one of the most

advanced campus$wide wireless networks in the world* It took

no less than a year in planning and four months to implement the system*

Now) Wireless @ NIE will transform the entire campus into a single
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Now) Wireless @ NIE will transform the entire campus into a single

virtual classroom by overcoming common communication hurdles like

space and time*

Says Dr* Philip Wong) Divisional Director) Academic Computing and

Information Services (ACIS)) “Presently trainee teachers have to go to

the computer labs to download learning material and participate in our

e$learning system*  With wireless technology) they can be anywhere on

campus and still have access to our video learning management system*

 They can participate in online discussions and prepare their lessons and

projects without looking for a computer in the computer labs* One

particular project we have undertaken is to convert a computer lab into

a computer lounge with wireless technology) which allows better

collaboration among trainee teachers* By building a wireless computer

lounge) we achieved cost savings by not having to buy computers*”

“Now with Wireless @ NIE) mass lectures to a large group can be very

interactive with trainees carrying their wireless notebooks to lectures

theatres and actively participating in discussions through the learning

system*  They could also answer questions during lectures) post questions

on the discussion board) and view specific websites during lectures*

Without wireless technology) tutorial rooms are just ordinary classrooms)

but with wireless technology) students can access computing resources

wirelessly*  In other words) any classroom can be transformed into a

computer lab* Wireless technology also encourages a lot of independent

and exploratory kinds of learning because resources are now more easily

available”) Dr* Philip Wong explains*
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Collaborating with NIE to wirelessly connect the whole campus is a

consortium led by O’Connor’s Singapore Pte* Ltd*) and comprising of

Proxim Corporation) Funk Software Inc*) and Converscient Pte* Ltd*)

which proposed a customized wireless solution so ingenious that it won

the tender*

Mr* Tan Hoon Chiang) Deputy Divisional Director) ACIS) is happy about

how Wireless @ NIE will help fulfil) to an even greater extent) NIE’s

vision to be an institute of distinction* He says) “With this new wireless

network) we can enhance customer$centric services*  For example) trainee

teachers can now access NIE Student Portal for learning and collaboration

using a PDA wirelessly* Staff and trainee teachers can access wirelessly

a newly deployed NIE Internet storage system that gives staff &""

megabytes (MB) and trainee teachers %"" megabytes (MB) on a

subscription basis* In terms of administration) for example) staff can

book a room using a PDA or a notebook* Maintenance staff can use a

PDA with the building maintenance system to administrate and maintain

campus facilities without being tied down to an office* The wireless

infrastructure is also secure and data is encrypted*”
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While NIE will loan trainee teachers wireless cards throughout their

studies there) every academic staff will be given a wireless$enabled

notebook) which they can bring anywhere with them on campus or at

home* With the system in place and ready to go) Wireless @ NIE is all

set to change lives) and transform NIE and its educational landscape*
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The technology behind Wireless @ NIE

Wireless @ NIE employs more than #"" dual$band access points (also

known as base stations) that are capable of supporting IEEE ("!*%%b

(operates at !*+Ghz with speeds up to %%Mbps) and IEEE ("!*%%a (operates

at  &Ghz  with  speeds  up  to  &+Mbps)  at  the  same t ime *

By basing the new wireless network on international standards) multi$

vendor interoperability with IEEE("!*%%b/a or Wi$Fi™ can be achieved)

ensuring that users can use wireless devices from different vendors to

connect to the network*

Wireless @ NIE provides the following utilities:

Wireless Network Infrastructure System) using Orinoco Access 

Points) ComboCards capable of supporting ("!*%%a/b) Enclosures) 

Range Extending Antennas) Network Management and Monitoring

systems and other wireless products*

Professional Support Services like WLAN Infrastructure Services) 

Resource Administration Services) Web security using SBREE (a 

protocol similar to EAP$TTLS) )  Equipment Loan and Help

Desk services*

Wireless Application Framework comprising the Wireless Gateway

Portal that brings the Student Portal to the PDAs) the Campus

Instant Messaging) the Locality$Based Announcement System*

&
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HP iPAQ h&+&"

Intel® +"" MHz processor
with XScale technology

'+ MB RAM /
+( MB Flash ROM

Lithium$Ion Polymer
(removable)

#*&" diagonal
!+"x#!" pixels
'&K colors

Transflective TFT

%#( x (#*( x %' mm
(w/ WLAN antenna)

!"'*( grams

Integrated wireless) WLAN
(("!*%%b) Wi$Fi™)

Bluetooth

% x SDIO / SD / MMC

Pen and touch interface

Comes with built$in
Wi$Fi™ / Bluetooth™)

enhanced
IrDA port and built$in

Universal Remote Control)
great solution for small

business and enterprise users

HP iPAQ h%,+"

Samsung S#C!+%" $
!'' MHz processor

'+ MB SDRAM
(&' MB main memory)
%# MB iPAQ File Store

Lithium$Ion ( hrs est* usage
(removable)

#*& diagonal
!+"x#!" pixels
'+K colors

Transflective TFT

%%#*# x ',*( x %!*( mm

%!+ grams

Integrated Bluetooth™)
wireless ready with the

addition of WLAN ("!*%%b card
(SDIO)

% x SDIO / SD / MMC

Pen and touch interface

Successor to iPAQ h%,%"
with Windows Mobile
!""#) faster processor)
more flash ROM and
built$in Bluetooth™

transceiver*  Smallest
Pocket PC) stylish

device) inexpensive*

HP iPAQ h&%&"

Intel® +"" MHz processor
with XScale technology

'+ MB RAM /
#! MB Flash ROM

Lithium$Ion Polymer
(removable)

#*(” diagonal
!+"x#!" pixels

'+K colors (%'$bit)
Transflective TFT

%## x (+ x %&*, mm

%('*, grams

Integrated Bluetooth™) wireless
ready with addition of WLAN

("!*%%b card (PCMCIA) CF or SDIO)

% x SDIO / SD / MMC
% x CF Type II

Pen and touch interface

Successor to iPAQ
h#(""/h#,""*  Almost
identical to h&&"" but
does not have Wi$Fi™

(("!*%%b) and biometric
fingerprint reader*  Also
has less RAM than h&&""

('+ MB)*  Comes with
Windows Mobile !""#*

Processor CPU

Memory

Battery

Display

Size (L x W x H)

Weight

Connectivity

Slots

Input type

Comments

Latest Release of PDAs

Disclaims: NIE do not guarantee that these models will work with Wireless @ NIE*
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Acer n!"w

Intel® +"" MHz processor
with XScale technology

'+ MB RAM /
#! MB Flash ROM

Rechargable Lithium$Ion

#*(" diagonal
!+"x#!" pixels

'&K colors (%'$bit)
Active TFT

%!, x -, x %,*' mm)

!#& grams

  IrDA infrared port (%%&kbps))
WLAN ("!*%%b Wi$Fi

% x SDIO / SD / MMC

Pen and touch interface

  Good functionality with
wireless network

connectivity) at an
affordable price*

HP iPAQ h&&&"

Intel® +"" MHz processor
with XScale technology

%!( MB RAM /
+( MB Flash ROM

Lithium$Ion Polymer
(removable)

#*(” diagonal
!+"x#!" pixels

'&K colors (%'$bit)
Transflective TFT

%#( x (#*( x %' mm
(w/ WLAN antenna)

!"'*( grams

Integrated Bluetooth™)
WLAN ("!*%%b Wi$Fi™) Integrated

Biometric Fingerprint Reader)
IrDA infrared port (%%&kbps)

% x SDIO / SD / MMC

Pen and touch interface

Successor to iPAQ h&+""*
Comes with Windows Mobile !""#)
a new processor (+""Mhz PXA!&&)
with more memory (%!( MB RAM))

redesigns to buttons*

Processor CPU

Memory

Battery

Display

Size (L x W x H)

Weight

Connectivity

Slots

Input type

Comments

Latest Release of PDAs

Toshiba e-&&

Intel® +"" MHz processor
with XScale technology

'+ MB RAM /
#! MB NAND Flash ROM

Advanced Lithium$Ion
(removable)

#*&" diagonal
!+"x#!" pixels

'&K colors (%'$bit)
Transreflective TFT

External resolution ((""x'""
pixels) '+k colors) '"Hz)

%!+*& x -(*( x %&*!+ mm
(w/ WLAN antenna)

%,&*' grams

Integrated WLAN Wi$Fi™
("!*%%b) IrDA infrared port

(%%&kbps)
RGB (monitor) port via

Expansion Pack)
external resolution ((""x'""

pixels) '+k colors) '"Hz)

% x SDIO / SD / MMC
% x CF Type II

Pen and touch interface

Has optional expansion
pack which adds RGB$out

and USB host ports*
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“Learning Without Limits” $ Wireless @ Nie Infrastructure
by Hong Keng Siang) Systems Consultant )  CSC

Yes) it has been a long wait for National

Institute of Education (NIE) to go wireless*

 By this time) other Institutes of Higher

Learning have already gone wire free for

some years*  But let me assure you that our

wait is worthwhile*  When the idea of NIE going wireless

emerged a couple of years ago) wireless technology was still in its infancy

stage in terms of security) deployment and acceptance*  The technology

industries and world$standards regulatory organizations such as IEEE

(Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineering) were having a difficult

time finalizing all the necessary wireless technological and security

standards for world$wide adoption*  So we) too) had a hard time finding

the right combination of wireless and security technologies that would

suit both current and future needs of the Institute*
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Secured and Open Standards
The first daunting task for our Network Operation and Systems team) from

Computer Services Centre) was to search for the right wireless security

solution* Using wireless networks implicitly implies that all of your network

activities and data) such as Internet banking and emails) are sent over the

air* With the proper tools and some knowledge) anyone was able to retrieve

easily all these private and important pieces of information* In most of the

early implementations of wireless infrastructure) WEP (Wired Equivalent

Privacy) keys were primarily used as a data encryption method to secure the

data transacted* In the article) “IEEE ("!*%%b Wireless LANs) unsafe at any

key size”) Jesse Walker of Intel analyzed the inherent flaw of WEP) and was

subsequently proven by the University of California and University of

Maryland* They found that the WEP$based security could be breached within

minutes regardless of which key strength (i*e* size of key) was used*  There

were other security solutions but the better ones were proprietary to

the manufacturers*  Integration and compatibility issues would surface

in any proprietary security solution*
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At the same time) some private and commercial initiatives had proposed

integration of wireless hotspots of organizations to serve a common

goal) “Wireless$For$All$Anywhere”* Eventually educational institutions

would have to collaborate to provide one common service to their

students and staff*  Open standards) that allow interoperability and

seamless integration without sacrificing the data security) were a clear

choice then) and now*

Authentication at the Data Link Layer
IEEE ("!*%X had timely just emerged as a security standard when we

were studying and comparing the various security solutions*  Basically)

("!*%X provides an authentication framework that allows users to be

authenticated by a central authority using EAP (Extensible Authentication

Protocol)*  The beauty of using EAP is that the authentication session works

without using any IP (Internet Protocol) address*  Theoretically) a would$be

hacker is able to launch a cyber$attack if he has the IP addresses of both his

own computer and the victim’s computer*  In this ("!*%X implementation)

an unknown user will have to supply his credentials and be authenticated

first before any IP address is issued to him*  With this information being

registered in our authentication servers) our security team can track down

the suspect in no time*  Thus) with ("!*%X) we have found what suits our

needs*

Under the umbrella of ("!*%X) there is a number of protocols to choose from*

 They are EAP$MD&) LEAP (Cisco’s Lightweight EAP)) EAP$TLS (Microsoft’s

Transport Layer Security)) EAP$TTLS (Funk Software’s Tunneled TLS)) and

many more*  After considering all the technical aspects) the team decided on

EAP$TTLS from Funk Software) Inc*
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Odyssey Client
Funk Software’s Odyssey is a complete WLAN authentication application

which understands the various flavours of EAP) not only TTLS*  This

application (Odyssey Client) has to reside in the user’s computer or

handheld device as the authentication mechanism relies on it*  Odyssey

allows its user to configure different kinds of profiles for different

environments*  For example) a user can create a profile for wireless

access in NIE using EAP$TTLS and another profile for Nanyang

Technological University*  When he is in the National University of

Singapore campus) he can switch to a different  using LEAP with a mouse

click or two*  If he wants to use SingTel’s W$Access at Starbucks Café at

Holland Village) he can simply switch to the profile configured for it*

Therefore) our users will not be bounded by one type of security solution

using a particular piece of software*  Odyssey offers the flexibility that

we want*

ORiNOCO ComboCards for Loan
NIE has ORiNOCO ComboCards that support both ("!*%%a and ("!*%%b

standards with connection speeds up to &+Mbps (megabits per second)

and %%Mbps respectively*  Staff and trainee teachers can borrow them

from our loan counter in the computer laboratory at level +) LIBRIS*  In

order to provide maximum coverage to all public access areas (such as

Library) Canteen) sport facilities) NIE Plaza) Wireless Lounge and so on))

we had installed over #"" access points
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Wireless Support Website
More details on NIE wireless usage can be found at our wirelesssupport

website) http://wireless*nie*edu*sg*  We encourage our users to read the

usage and security policies at the support website*  Let us work together

to prevent unnecessary disruptions to our daily work and study through

understanding and minimise uninvited mischief from irresponsible

individuals*

NIE Wireless Launch
Finally) we are proud to announce that NIE has the latest wireless technology

deployed campus$wide) which includes our smaller Townsville Campus at

Margaret Drive*  Also) NIE staff and students can utilise the wireless facility

on Nanyang Technological University campus) and vice versa*  With both

IEEE ("!*%%a and ("!*%%b standards supported) we can now cater to better

e$learning applications and more video$on$demand learning sessions anytime

and anywhere*  Thus) the theme for our NIE Wireless Launch on %( July !""#

is “Learning without Limits through Wireless @ NIE”*

http://wireless.nie.edu.sg
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About Wireless @ NIE Applications
by Eric Bonneau) Senior Systems Analyst) CSC

The wireless network infrastructure at NIE

offers new exciting opportunities in various

domains in education*  Information has no

boundaries in our campus now and to learn

without limits) all you need is a laptop

equipped with a wireless network card*

Your preferred Web applications including e$mail) online database

searching) video conferencing and streaming) instant messaging and

web surfing will work seamlessly on this new wireless network*

Custom$Made Applications

And there is more!  NIE has designed a series of new applications

specifically catered for wireless access:
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Figure % : NIE Wireless Gateway Portal & Online Forums

Wireless Gateway Portal
The NIE Portal is brought to your wireless enabled Pocket PC) letting you access

many of its services from the palm of your hand* You can browse the LIBRIS

OPAC) participate in the ever$popular online forums and get the latest campus

news) all in real time*

Point the web browser of your Pocket PC to http://nieportal*nie*edu*sg/ and the

system will automatically detect the type of device you are using* The content

of the NIE Portal will be presented in a format that is both wasy to read and

use*

  

http://nieportal.nie.edu.sg
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Figure ! : NIE Messenger

NIE Portal Instant Messaging
Every NIE Portal user can now send instant messages to fellow cohorts whenever

they are online*  The instant messaging software) named NIE Messenger) comes

in two versions: one for the Desktop and the other for the Pocket PC*  Both

versions can be easily installed and configured*  This new instant messaging is

based on the open architecture named Jabber*  Give it a try and stay in touch

anywhere at anytime*
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Figure # : Location Based Service

Location Based System
When your NIE Messenger software is activated) this service will allow you to

obtain relevant news of your location when you move around the campus*  This

ingenious system will send you up$to$date information based on your location)

be it at LIBRIS or your classroom*

Feedback to the newsletter .. wireless@nie*edu*sg

mailto:wireless@nie.edu.sg?subject=Feedback to the newsletter

